POLITICAL RESEARCH INTERN, INNOVATION OHIO
Reports to: Research Director

Summary
Innovation Ohio is excited to offer a unique internship in Political Research leading up to the November 2022 general election. If chosen, a successful candidate will have the opportunity to gain hands-on experience in the development of original qualitative and quantitative research products in support of electoral campaigns at the state and federal levels.

Responsibilities
• Reviewing and analyzing polling, focus groups and real-time message testing
• Conducting opposition research on candidates
• Monitoring various digital channels to provide insights into campaign strategies and tactics being used by candidates and campaign committees on both sides of the aisle

Qualifications
• Excellent writing, presentation and communication skills are highly desired, as the material you produce will be used by our partners to inform their electoral work.
• Experience with Microsoft Office (or the Google G-Suite equivalents)
• Experience with Canva
• on-the-job training in proprietary and subscription-based research tools will be provided.

Salary Level: Potential stipend available, College/University Credit Available if Applicable

Approximate Hours Per Week: 12-18 hours per week. Ability to establish a regular, set schedule is preferred.

Duration: Beginning as early as February 2022 through at least November 2022, with the opportunity to continue internship beyond that timeframe

Location: Remote/virtual, with in-person opportunities in Columbus, Ohio given proper COVID-19 safety precautions.

To apply: Email your application to Terra Goodnight at goodnight@innovationohio.org with your resume, cover letter, and a writing sample with the subject line ‘Innovation Ohio Research Internship Intern_Name’.